THE FOLLOWING BOOKS AND DISCS ARE AT PRESENT AVAILABLE AT THE SOCIETY'S HEADQUARTERS

**African Dances of the Witwatersrand Gold Mines**
by Hugh Tracey, illustrated with 120 photographs. Published by the African Music Society, 1952. This is a book that everyone who attends an inter-tribal dance in the Gold Mine compounds will want to possess. An ideal gift book recommended by the Society.

**Price**
African Dances of the Witwatersrand Gold Mines
by Hugh Tracey, illustrated with 120 photographs. Published by the African Music Society, 1952. This is a book that everyone who attends an inter-tribal dance in the Gold Mine compounds will want to possess. An ideal gift book recommended by the Society.

**Chopi Musicians (Their Music, Poetry and Instruments)**
by Hugh Tracey, Oxford University Wress, 1948.

**Price**
Chopi Musicians (Their Music, Poetry and Instruments)
by Hugh Tracey, Oxford University Wress, 1948.


**Price**

**I ALELA ZULU, 100 ZULU LYRICS**

**Price**
I ALELA ZULU, 100 ZULU LYRICS

**Newsletters and Journals of the African Music Society**
Newsletters, 1948-1953
Journals: Vol. I, Nos. 1-4
Vol. 11, Nos. 1, 2 and 3

**Price**
Newsletters and Journals of the African Music Society
Newsletters, 1948-1953
Journals: Vol. I, Nos. 1-4
Vol. 11, Nos. 1, 2 and 3

**Ngoma** (An introduction to music for Southern Africans) by Hugh Tracey. Longmans, Green and Co., 1948

**Price**
Ngoma (An introduction to music for Southern Africans) by Hugh Tracey. Longmans, Green and Co., 1948

**Yoruba Music**

**Price**
Yoruba Music

**RECORDINGS OF AFRICAN MUSIC**

**Sound of Africa Series.** Eighty 12" discs, with full card index system, covering six territories in Southern Africa, with the music of over forty tribes, as enumerated in “African Music” Vol. 2, No. 1.

**Price**
Sound of Africa Series. Eighty 12" discs, with full card index system, covering six territories in Southern Africa, with the music of over forty tribes, as enumerated in “African Music” Vol. 2, No. 1.

**Music of Africa Series.** Selections of music from Kenya, Uganda, Tanganyika, Congo, Ruanda-Urupindi, the Rhodesias and Nyasaland, Mozambique, South Africa, and African Stories.

**Price**

Please address your orders for catalogues, discs or books to:

**THE HON. SECRETARY, AFRICAN MUSIC SOCIETY,**
P.O. Box 138, RODEPOORT, TRANSVAAL,
SOUTH AFRICA

At the present rate of exchange 1 dollar can be taken as 7 shillings.
One South African Rand, of 100 cents, is equivalent to 10/- sterling.

*ALL PRICES SUBJECT TO CHANGE*
THE APPROXIMATE ORIGIN OF ARTICLES IN THIS EDITION OF THE JOURNAL

ARTICLES

1. A REPORT ON THE USE OF STONE CLAPPERS FOR THE ACCOMPANIMENT OF SACRED SONGS
   by Anthony King
   Nigeria
   Page 64

2. MODERN SCULPTURE AND SCULPTORS IN EAST AFRICA
   by Prof. C. Todd
   Uganda
   Page 72

3. THE GUITAR IMPROVISATIONS OF MUXENDA IJAN MUSO
   by David Rycroft
   Katanga, Congo
   Page 81

4. PATTERNS OF NSUNGA KALIMBA MUSIC
   by John Blacking
   Northern Rhodesia
   Page 26

5. MUSIC OF MY PEOPLE, H. DANCES IN BAROTSELAND
   by Agrippa Njungu
   Northern Rhodesia
   Page 77

6. A CASE FOR THE SAME MUKA
   by Hugh T. Tracey
   Southern Rhodesia
   Page 17

7. THE MUKA MUSIC OF JEGA TAPIRA
   by Andrew Tracey
   Southern Rhodesia
   Page 44

8. PHYSICAL PHENOMENA WHICH APPEAR TO HAVE DETERMINED THE BASIS AND DEVELOPMENT OF HARMONIC SENSE AMONG BUSHMEN, HOTTENTOTS AND BASTY.
   by Percival R. Kirby
   Southern Africa
   Page 6

BOOK REVIEWS

(a) POEMA DAVIDISTE
   by A. M. Jones
   Page 107

(b) LES CORDOPHONES DU CONGO BELGE ET DE ROYAUME-UNI
   by Dr. The Rev. Brother Basil
   Page 140